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INTRODUCTION ALNTD SU7,1MARY
This report is a si=ar. , of research activities performea under grant
NAG-I-6. The objective of the research has peen to study the design of
adaptive/ learning control systei rs for the control of large flexible structures.
In 1 an adaptive/learning control methodology for flexible space structures
was described. The approach was based on using a modal model of the flexible
structure dynamics and an output-error identification scheme to identify
modal parameters. The identification s c_ht-Te was tested on simulated data
characteristic of the solar ele--tric propulsion (SEP) array. In 2 a least-
squares identification scheme was proposed for estimating both modal parameters
and modal-to-actuator and :nodal-to-sensor shape functions. The technique was
applied to experimental data obtained from the NASA Langley beam experiment.
In 3 a separable nonlinear least-squares approach was described for estimating
the number of excited modes, shape functions, modal parameters, and modal
amplitude and velocity time functions for a flexible stnrcture. A digital
computer program was delivered to the NASA
-Langley Research Center and was used to
process experimental flexible beam data to obtain estimates of the parameters
and functions mentioned above. Because least-squares residuals are ccn puted
during the identification proc-edure , the method provides its own monitoring
of identification quality. I:n 4 a dual-adaptive control strategy was developed
for regulating the modal dynamics and identifying modal parameters of a flexible
stricture. It is well known -,-hat input signals that are optimum for identifying
system parameters often yield a dynamic response characterized by .large ampli-
tude modal variations. Hence a min-max approach was used for finding an input
to provide modal parameter identification while not exceeding reasonable bounds
on modal displace*nent. The approach was tested using simulated beam data.
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FG'Z'URE PLANS
Our future research plans include the following: (1) simplification of
the separable nonlinear least squares computational procedure to obtain a
"real-time" identification algorithm that will run. on the same time scale as
the process to be controlled; (2) derivation of a convergence proof for the
nonlinear least-squares identification algorithm that uses a "moving data
window;" (3) generalization of the nonlinear dual-adaptive control method
and derivation of asymptotic stability conditions for the resulting closed-
loop system.
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Abstract
For lar,-e com plex structures, knowledge needed
for control -,y ten design cannot be determined •rr ,.a-
lytically at present. .Also, ground testing is not
possible 'aecause of the size of the objects and the
fact that they are riot designed to be self-
supporting in Earth gravity. ^he id::ptive/learnin,:
system for space operations assumes ",hat structural
testing must be conducted during le ployment ur
assembly. Testing is conducted only when necessary
to `::sure adequate control performance. Required
1esii-n information is analytically extrapolated and
monitored during, other times. This report
describes the adaptive/learning system proposed and
presents simulation results using the SEP (solar
electric propulsion) array and a novel remote
sensor which involves raster scan television
coverage of the motions of the array from four
cameras on the corners of the space shuttle payload
bay . This rencrt includes a detailed description
of the simulation, the filtering algorithm for
processing the TV data, the parameter extraction
algorithm, and simulation results gathered thusfar.
I. Introduction
Because of the desire for efficiency, the
structural designs of large space systems are
driven to low weight per unit area of surface.
This necessarily results in low effective stiffness
of the structures making them very flimsy and flex-
ille. For such structures, operations involving
bc:rging, towing, and assembly require precise
knowledge of the structural dynamics of the objects
involved to accomplish adequate attitude and con-
figuration control. At preser:t, for complex struc-
tures, the knowledge required cannot be determined
analytically. Also, ground testing is not possible
because of the size of the objects and the fact
that they are not designed to be self-supporting in
Earth gravity. Thus, it may be that an adaptive
control system is required to deal with the prob-
lem. Unfortunately, the control excitation levels
usually required by adaptive systems (e.g. Ref. 1)
are unacceptable for many precision space opera-
tions. An alternate procedure is to schedule the
adaptation process during those times when it is
consistent with operational requirements and to
analytically extrapolate and monitor the system
during other times. An adaptive/learning system
that operates in this manner was proposed and
studied in an aircraft application (Ref. 2) and
was later modified for use with structural systems
(Ref. 3). The distinguishing feature of this
system lies in the extrapolation and monitoring
processes and the pro posed system should not be
confused with learning systems as described in
reference 4 which deals with pattern classifica-
tion. In the next section, the adaptive/learning
concept is explained in the context of an example
of the deployment of the solar electric propulsion
"Aero-Space Technologist, Member AIAA.
"Professor, Electrical Engineering.
Frederick A. Thau"
City University of Ilew York
New York., New York
array (SEP) from the space shuttles payl,,fel
Alternatives ire discussed for the.- testing, extra-
Anlation, ant monitorinK subsystems. The estima-
tion and parameter identification subsy:.t._TS :'.r
which simulation results are avai'able are '.hen
mathematically outlined. This is followed by .i
lescription of the simulation rxampie and by
r-resentation and discussie,n simul<ttic.n renal*_s.
II. Adaptive/Learninr ,ystem Description
F'r the purpose of explaining the functions cf
the learning system, consider the problem of
deploying a large solar array from its stowed con-
figuration while attached to the space shuttle
(Fig. 1). In the upper part of figure 2 a simpli-
fied model is hown where the shuttle is repre-
sented by the mass m and the solar array, :';illy
deployed, in an undeflected state by the bar and a
typical deflected state by the curved line. F
represents the force resulting from the reaction
,jets on the shuttle. The lower part of the figure
shows two variations of the plots of the first
fundamental frequency of the solar array as a
function of the deployment length ¢ which is, in
this case, the configuration variable. As indi-
cated, the actual variation (shown dashed) might
differ from that determined analytically. The
system must initially use the analytic variation
to scheuule the feedback gains during deployment.
It is assumed that, at the start of the deployment,
information is available through analysis or ground
testing that adequately defines the dynamics, and,
hence, produces adequate stability and control
margins. In other words, the error between the
actual and analytical fre quency curves of figure 2
is acceptable for small values of R. Also, if
considered necessary, an in-flight test in the
stowed configuration could be used to further
reduce errors for Q = 0. Semi-empirical methods
must be used to incorporate the information
obtained during the test into the analytic extra-
polation used by the learning system. This is
illustrated in figure 3 where the initial error
(2 = 0) has been reduced (Test 1) and the analytic
extrapolation has been adjusted as a result of
Test 2. During further deployment, the error
between the actual and the model frequencies may be
expected to become large enough that further test-
ing is required (test point 3). The decision to
conduct another test can be put on an analytical
basis by monitoring sensor signals during deploy-
ment and comparing them to the output of an ana-
lytic model based on the extrapolation. When the
error grows to an unacceptable level, a new te-t '_..
needed to insure favorable control system margins.
For the adaptive/learning system discussed
above, estimation and parameter identification
theories are required together with an extrapola-
tion of the system model, a method for evaluating
the extrapolation to determine the need for test-
ing, a method of designing the test inputs, and a
method of refining, the extrapolation process to
bring it into agreement with the evolution of the
4
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item.	 rin,- test.inr : ,,r ^tr=eter i r ientii'ica-
t ion a lore si; nal to noise -:nvirorunent is
c rovided by aesi, „ned test inputs. in thin case,
.:peed of testing i:: important because parameter
,dent ification of ultra low frequency systems -
characteristic of larve --pace structures - will
require considerable time. During other times, no
specific test inputs are available. The only
stem inputs are those res •li i'ag from spacecraft
. , perati.ns. ::once, there is c low signal to noise
environment for parameter identification. In this
case, parameter identification in as low a signal
noise environment az possible is important
assumin.- :mall deviaticns from the extrapolation
model. For this case sequential parameter identi-
fication as employed in reference 2 or a moving,
window Newt•om-Faphson parameter identification may
be lesirabie. The latter offers considerably more
tolerance to noise but is also considerably more
complex than the former. It also has monitoring;
information since estimates of the parameter
variances are available by processing the infoma-
tion matrix of the data base (Refs. 5 and b). The
former is :simpler to implement, requiring consid-
erably less computation and is amenable to parallel
processing using a bank of second order parameter
estimators. For that reason the former technique
has been selected for development here.
The technique used here was applied in
reference 1 to the dynamics of a closed ring. The
motion of the ring was assumed to be described by
a Fourier series in the spatial variable with time
varying coefficients. The coefficients were
obtained using a fast-Fourier transform (FFT) of
noise free measurements at sample times and their
time series were used in parallel to identify
frequency and damping characteristics of each
coefficient. In that case a sine-cosine series was
appropriate because of the closed nature of the
ring. Generally, however, a sine-cosine approxima-
tion may not yield a bank of uncoupled second
order dynamic systems that describe the time evolu-
tion of the coefficients of the FFT. In that ca3e,
the approximation functions of the series used to
represent the dynamics must be "tuned” to effect
decoupling of the bank of second order systems.
The remainder of this section will deal with
implementing the bank of sequential parameter
estimators using arbitrary approximation functions
and "tuning" the approximation functions to
decouple the bank of parallel second order esti-
mators. The general philosophy is to assume a set
of approximation functions in the spatial and time
domain (to account for rotating dynamics, e. g.
Ref. 1), to obtain the "best fit" coefficients of
a linear representation of the measurements at a
sample time using the approximation functions, to
select parameters of a bank of uncoupled linear
second order difference equations to minimize the
error between the model. output and the observed
coefficient time series, and finally, to "tune" the
approximation functions to render the parameters
time invariant.
Analytically the motion, w, of the system can
be represented by
'IM
w(s,t,^.) 
_	
yi(t,pi (WE I (s,c i (i))	 (1)
i=1
where E i	 the	 ;.roximati•,n functions to be
used to represent w; Y. is a measured configuration
variable; p i are the time varying coefficients of
E. ; s i:: the ,natial variable; t i-- time; ;,. is the
parameter vector of the i th linear second order
difference equations modeling y i and c i = fc it ) is
the coefficient vector that relates the i h func-
tion E. to a constant set of :J	 basis functions
1	 ai
a ij (s,i) as follows:
'J
qi
J-0
Thus, for each mode number, i, there is a set of
basis functions (a ij (s,i), j=O, i... :1 a ) which,
1
when summed using the weights c i = fc ij , j=0, 1, ,
J ) according to equation (2), produces the ith^
ai
mode shape approximation function E i . The ci
vectors will be adjusted, thus tuning the approxi-
mation functions, only if monitoring indicates a
deviation of the actual response from the extra-
polation (1): One method for selecting the tuning
functions a., is illustrated in figure L where the
ZU
mode shape E I is represented by a table of values
at discrete values of s. The function 
a10 is the
best ground analysis estimate of the 1 st mode
shape. Remaining a lj functions are selected to
allow for adjustment of the value of E1
corresponding to the j th table point. Initially,
the values of Na +1 dimensional c i vectors are
i
[1,0,,,0] which corresponds to using the best
ground based analysis to start the system.
Updating c.
i 
and monitoring will re quire time series
analysis of the parameters p..
i
The parameters p i are selected to minimize the
error between the output of each model,
y I
 W = Ali 1y i ( k-1) + A21 yI(k-2)
+ Blip Fi (k-1) + B 2 i (k-2)	 (3)
and the "best" fit of the sensor data to the
approximation function representation ^ I (k) at
sample time t k . In (3) the parameter vector p i is
p,.
	 (Ali' Ali' BII I B2i) and F  is the time series
force command inputs which are known to the
controller. Thus W.i is, in effect, tha input
sequence for a second order parameter estimator.
In this report, this aequence is obtained .ie.ing
least squares fit of position measurements, y,
which can be sequentially implemented. The form
of the estimation problem is
2
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y(k) = S	 H i (k)y+ i (k) + v(k)	 (4)
i=1
where y is the measurement vector, H i 
is a known
operator algebraically related to &, v(k) is the
error in the fit and ^.1	 1
is the estimate of 1y..
The least squares solution to estimate W  is well
known (Ref. 7) and will not be Duplicated here.
The solution may be sequentially processed but one
must take care not to propagate the estimated vari-
ance of ^
i 
since this is equivalent to averaging
the measurements at different times and will
eventually produce an insensitive estimation of iyi.
The technique used here to avoid this difficulty is
to set the srp iori variance estimate to a constant
at each k to start the sequential estimation.
for all approximation functions, the identity e = 0
(Eq. 5) holds for a constant pc = p*. Consider
then the variation of the UM dimensional error
vector F(p 
c
,c) _ (e l l where e l is the i th error
function taken locally and pc = ( PC i ). The terms
involving c appear explicitly in F only through the
least square estimation process of ^ and hence we
may calculate the change in F caused by a change in
c by first calculating the change in y given the
measurement y (locally) and the change in c. This
may be accomplished analytically (using the formu-
las of Ref. 7) or numerically. Similarly a change
in p results in a change in F which is linear
c
(through e) and is easily calculated. Hence, we
may construct the equation
GF=7cFAc+7pF'PC
C
Subscripts i will now be dropped for simpli-
city since processing for each approximation func-
tion is parallel and identical. The parameter
vector p can be selected iteratively using an out-
put error formulation (Ref. 8) wherein the measure-
ment sequence is y, 
fi 
(k indicating the sample time
index) and the model output error is
ek-1 = Wk-1 - A1Wk-2 - A21Pk-3
- Bl. F
	k-2 - B2Fk-3	 5)
The iteration of p for the output error formulation
is given by
Wlyk-2
W2^k-3
	
Pk = Pk-1 + ek-1	 (6)
W3Fk-2
W4Fk-3
where	 F = [7	 F,,,7F	 J and Apc=[ApC„ApCMJ
Pc	 pct
	 PC,
If a constant value p* = [p i *J exists then we may
set Ap l = p* - PC. , i = 1, 2,,,[7M, and, hence,
c	 i 
i
C
(7 F, 7 F)	 + p F p = AF
c	 pc	
P*	
pc	 c
In the last equation pc is the parameter vector of
all modes identified locally assuming convergence
of the output error algorithm. The solution of
AF = 0 fcr p* and c provides, in the variational
sense, the value of c that will result in a con-
stant p* solution of the output error parameter
identification problem for each mode taken over the
data base. The next two sections concern the
application of the methods presented here to a
large space structure control problem. The only
results gathered thusfar pertain to the least
square estimation problem which serves as the input
driver to the parallel output error identifiers and
the output error identification process itself.
III. Simulation of the SEP Array
As indicated in reference 1, the weight s- W1 „W4
should be selected to be consistent with
Wlyk-2 + W2,yk-3 + W 3 FK-2 + W2Fk-3 ` 2
and the inputs, Wk and Fk , must be sufficiently
varying and large if convergence of the sequency p
k
to some value say pc is to be assured.
After convergence, the parameters track a
sequence of converged parameters p
c
 which satisfy
(3) locally (for the sample sequence when the para-
meters were identified.) If the sequence p
c
 is
constant our .lob is do nc. However, if the sequence
varies, "tuning" is needed for the approximation
functions. The basic task is to adjust c so that,
3
A simulation of a large space structure has
been developed to test the algorithms presented
here as well as others. The structure used is the
solar electric propulsion (SEP) array which is
scheduled for deployment tests in orbit attached to
the space shuttle as shown in figure 1. This
section is a discussion of the finite element
modeling of the array, the simulation, and the
sensors and actuators simulated.
The SEP array is illustrated in figure 5. It
consists of a canister, an extendable mast, a con-
tainment box with cover, and the solar array. The
array is folded in the containment box and is
lifted during deployment by the mast and box cover.
The canister and box are attached to the shuttle
payload bay using a carriage assembly not shown.
First, the mast will be deployed without the array
to test the mast deployment machanism. Then,
deployment of the complete configuration will be
tested. The deployment meenanism is desi gned so
that it may be stopped at 3/4 of full extension or
at full extension. At these points dynamics test-
ini; may be accomplished. lie -, we assume that such
tests will be conducted by —ring the space shuttle
reaction control gets which produce three axis
force and moment control at the base of the
canister.
The ,;imulation is developed as shown in
figure 6. First, a finite element model of the
physical structure is aeveloped (F:,;. 7) in a form
required by the SPAR computer program (Ref. 9).
The finite element model involves 436 ,joints with
1705 interconnecting elemen t s. Tie elements are
bars, tubes, and beams whi_h are included in the
SPAR element repetoire A total of 1350 degrees of
freedom (includin, translation and rotational ,joint
motion cJruyQuents as appropriate) are involved in
the SPAR model. A modal simulation was selected
because of the large order of the state required
to simulate the 1350 cou pled degrees of freedom.
Mode-frequency data required for the simulation is
also provided by the SPAR program (Fig. 6). This
mechanization also provides for the use of flight
test data reduced to mode-frequency data (dashed
blocks of Fig. 6). At present, a maximum of 10
modes can he used in the simulation. However, that
limitation can be removed without serious computa-
tional penalty.
The simulation also assumes a novel remote
optical sensing concept that involves raster scan
television coverage of the array (Fig. 8). Optical
targets are distributed on the SEP structure and
can be identified in the TV raster and registered
in digital form at a given sample frequency. The
sensors measure target motion but do not include
components along the line of sight of each camera
to the associated target. A total of 23 targets
are assumed placed on the SEP structure which are
observed with four cameras thus producing 184
sensor components at each sample time. The loca-
tion of the cameras is shown in figure 8. (The
targets on the containment box are not shown.) All
sensor data is generated during the simulation but,
for the studies undertaken here, only 16 sensor
camera-target combinations are used. These 16 have
been selected to render some of the 10 modes
essentially unobservable.
In summary, the simulation to be used in
evaluating algorithms for the adaptive/learning
system is a modal one which uses up to 10 modes of
six degree-of-freedom motion of the SF.P array. The
simulation inputs are the forces and moments
applied to the base of the SEP canister. Sensor
information is the motion of spots located on the
SEP structure as perceived by four comeras located
in the space shuttle payload bay.
IV. Simulation Results
The simulation results gathered thusfar per-
tain to the first test--mast deployment without the
attached array--at 3/ 4 and full extension. The
least souares estimation of modal amplitudes has
been developed and tested, in simulation, assuming
that0, 9 functions are the ones computed from SPAR.
The sensor targets were three equally spaced along
the containment box cover (at the top of the mast)
and one spot halfway down the extension axis on the
mast. All four cameras were used. This spot-
w
camera combination renders the seventh :;F'AR mode
essentially unobservable since it is predominantly
a torsional excitation of the containment box, the
targets on which were riot pro^essed. The assumed
a Priori variance of W was proportional to the
square of the product of frequency of the associ-
ated mode and the sample time, t = .1 sec. For the
array simulated the lowest model frequency was
.109 Hz and the highest frequency (mode 10) was
Hz. (This will obviously challenge the sample
data parameter identification process). The m,,des
are ordered in increasing frequency and Shannon's
sampling theorem is violated for modes 8, 9, and
10. Mode 7 is, as mentioned earlier, unobservable.
Alco, modes 1 and 2 are very close, frequency-wise,
but correspond to vibrations which are totally
different spatially. Measurement noise was
assumed to be independent of other measurements
and Gaussian with zero mean. Studies have been
made with measurement noise standard deviation of
.03 in. to .003 in. dependent on tt.e range of the
target to the camera. For the results, herein, the
sensor standard deviation was .01 in. for the
closest target which was on the mast and .003 in.
for the targets on the containment box cover.
Thus, the sensor processing was essentially noise
free with respect to motions of about six inches.
Figure 9 shows the spatial distribution of the
mast motion along its deployment axis at selected
times during a 10 sec. simulation at 3/ 4 extension.
Only the x2 component is shown which is normal to
the space shuttle longitudinal axis for a=0
(Fig. 8). The simulation resulted from a unit
excitation of all 10 modes.
The measurements taken from cameras 1 and 2
(xl and x2 raster components) for the target on the
mast are shown in figure 10. Figures 11, 12, and
13 are results taken from the estimation and
identification algorithms of the learning system
during the simulation. Figure 11 corresponds to
controller mode 2, figure 12 to mode 6, and
figure 13 to mode 10. In each figure we have the
sequence of ^ estimates and the identifiers itera-
tive estimate of Al and A2 . Figure 13 also
includes the modal estimation error which was the
largest of all 10 modes. The length of time for
convergence is substantially larger for mode
parameters than for mode 6. This is, of course, to
be expected since the frequency of mode 2 is r:
lower than that of 6. triode 7 results are not
presented since v. ( cannot be estimated. For this
mode the parameter identification al gorithm does
not converge using the 07 sequence as input since
it is uncorrelated with the motion. Tests as
recommended in reference 5 should be made on the
estimated variance of ^7 before passing it to the
sequential identification algorithm. The mode 10
results are somewhat unexpected since convergence
to the actual parameters does occur although
Shannon's sampling theorem is violated. Table 1
shows the actual, initial, and final A l parameter
values for all modes. The B parameter values were
not identified since there was no force or moment
inputs. 'cote that under the assumed structure tt.e
unobserrability of mode 7 does not affect other
modes.
i
I
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Figure 1.- Solar Array Deployment from
the Space Shuttle.
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♦7. 	 r7cnoludinr	 ,-marks 9.	 Whetstone. W.	 D.: :PAR Structural Analysis
System Reference Manual. Volumes 1, 2, and	 ,.
::"hi; raper has presented an adaptive/learning NASA CR 158970-1, December 1978.
control system concept for large space structures.
The ---kept employs arp iori P.round tests and
analysis initially to model the structure. 	 '.he Table 1 Initial., Final, and Actual Al
:carnine process requires	 in-flit;ht testini; to Parameter Values for the Simulation
refine the model whenever control system perfor-
:^ance	 fegrades to an unacceptable level.	 Sub-
stems required for learning involve distributed
sensor Frocessing and Parameter identification-- Mode Initial Final Actual
al,toritlms which have been proposed in this report.
A simulr.tion of a large space structure has been 1
.9953 1.9953 1.9953developed to study the performance of the proposed 2
.9952 1.9902 1.9952
algoritams.	 The structure simulated was the solar 3 .9855 1.9852 1.9855
electric propulsion array which is scheduled to be 4
.3470 1.3443 1.3470
flight tested for deployment and structural
5 .2637 1.2637 1.5637 dynamics.	 To this time the only identification 6 -1.5482 -.5482 -.,482 
performed has been the parameters of a bank of
^
-1.9849 1.8561 -.9849second order difference equations (one for each 8 -2.8423 -1.8412 -1.8423 
mode in the learning system model). 	 For the 9 -2.9973 -2.0291 -1.9973 
simulations conducted the parameter estimator 10 .7520 1.7413 1.7520 
behaved as expected--converging to the actual
parameter values.	 The behavior of the system with
realistic noise levels in the sensors is yet to be
Unobservable
evaluated as is the approximation functions
"tuning" algorithm which was presented.
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Figure 2.- -Simplified model of solar array deploy-
ment showing the variation of frequency
with array length.
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F.:. "'ont
"A IA :.:inrle	 .-Iratt.,y -ese-tron -t-!r
H &mptcn, Vir g inia
en
	.-.amr:
AtstrlT t
of str-.;Ct-';ra_ =Yn7!_-_:.0 sy s tems. As
an examn e, t-ey are .tae_ to s'_::.;_'ate t ^'e ra ra -
meters c:a ^ncja_' 7n:Iel of a flexible _ea.:.. The
are tested 
	
har!-=Ire -onz:.stinz of
3. ' 2 ft. '--e= w 4 t	 f3 •.;r	 ict',;ators ar.1
r.'ne	 ii _ac___... senscrs.	 7-tv ire
^:er
7ro•i 4
_
4_es	 ^:=and	 for the act-
-;at:rs, .eats the sensor data, and pr	 `,^ce3ses-te
a',• oritl= to	 consistent es— ratts of :he
-n: 4 i1 carareters o?	 be=. Expe. . .rental r-s-:_'ts
n_re ccrnpaxed with those of sim-alation analysis.
:.	 : ntrod	 -r
7he control of larze flexible rs-e str';Ct*.;_-e3
will depend on knowled4e of t n e s-r';ctura'_ !y'nazi:s
of the cbtects involve-i. 31.-.ce 't is 	 .likely that
infornati_-r :a n. '-e 4.ete=ined	 or
oz grstz.l testin g , %iitt ­re control sc:-.e7nes
been pro7o3ed r 1_3 I .	 of these schemes C31
in indirect atrroac'-. t :, alapti •.-e contr-,'_ , is sh-_•-m
in the 't-oc-k iiawrar^ o f F l g%ire I. Thi3 a p proach -s
based ;;
.:;r. a modal	 of the	 re-
sr ;r.3_ of the flexi—le	 and -tai 4es-zned
t ,_ -.akt use -f the 7aril-'el !
.
:rcces5in, feat-.zes of
^ne 
of 
the signiflsnt
pr-'b'e=s	 in the i=-p le=en l ation of th 4 s ^n-
dlre^,.t sre:r ­L:h to t7,.e 1^a-_t l_ve control of large
3pa ,ze s1r,;:tires is t
h
at of .ea:-time, or on-line,
."ertif.'cation o f the -artz_eters of t
h
e -arse, flex-
.*--e stru:t ,-ral ::c=rCnen::;. Satisfactory ;er'cr-
mince of t
h
e parallel str-.:t,;.re identification tech-
niq"'! 'n!"zitel in F i._re I :an be achieved --n-Y
the 3r -x_` =aticn ­.incti_-n5 noted in the Figure
^:orre3r-ni	 the nit -ral ms^es of the
str';Cture	 --his raz:er nresents a ne •4 -i -. nique
f-.:-	 mea3'.Lre7rent3 
to 4-7.crsve est:. m ates
the approximation f-;n:ti-n3, and c:mb'nes this
-	 ..a:-.r ,ox*m&t 4_cn f,.;.n:t4_,cn -4;-iatin; s:proach w't h t he
nc-lal rarameter ilentificati= ai m crith=. cresente_
in 133
s'.'sten	 ­ az--1r-!nentz C' -he ZY-
tem 4 n7: ,.;t anti noi:y mea3ur-r7ents of
 
the Zysten
:--t are	 It is shown fo-lov^nc [_j -hat
tne ^n_-tr%znental variable ne-hod y t elt3 ccn5-_v:ent
- ^r IL7 t	 'n [t' ] a re	 of a-! 4 e ...	 n=erc
-
1 -	 e er _..__rates.	
-	
-
c l netho-4 z , I -at ` = -I ,	_n -^:' zi am ter3	 t 1
&utcrewress ` •1.1 e 7:^ 111_nlz V:er-i.^e 
:7 
C^e_'3 L3
resented. _-crw the techni z-;e3 -:n3-' lered are
.renera:ized • east-sq ,;ares, ^nstr,:=en-al
.etnods, and maxin-_m	 estf.-ati:n nrc-
ced res. A mited informatisn"	 is
p roposed in [ -S ] and, for a ,;torezress i ve node--, 'z
to	 parameter
like-4-hool estimat-
e 3 while req-.;iring red ,;cei c-sm;-;rational e f f:rt-
In C -] a stat ' sti:,Ily eff ; o4ent '_!ast-3:...e3 tro-
:ed.Lre is ie ,.-elstel for e3timatin4 the nit-.^rsl.
'requen:ies -and 1 --ping rara::-.eters -f i s-istem
charac 7:e•izei *--y a _',.inredmodel
in ter stationary ranl= for -.^ ng	
The
on'y available meas ,,ire=en t t z a sequence 
a:ements s,.bject to adlit' . *e noise. Altho ,;irh t-
- eforn ,;_1 aticn in [7] does not the treatment
of knoum forcing f•.incti.ns nsr the ir.?'_--zior o'
nulti-outp•it meas ,.rements,	 res•-*ts pre-
sented !emcnstrate that the !eri-ed
_:._mates are a wood approximation to
— hood esti=ates.
In the
	 sc.-c'- -n the str!.Ct l-ral rarl-
meter iientifi:aticn zr-n--2- is orm .-Litei as a
problem of calc%ilatinz the pLrt:neters o f I lineir
sy3te=
.;sing noisy on-line :neas ,..rtments.	 In se-ticr. L -e
C l='c'ne the i_en-ificaticn -__gcrith_- of	 with
t.-.e new approach for updating the anprox,_'z:stv:r.
fanctions. 7*-e ::AAA-Lanz
_
1 e ,,* 3tr ,;ct-.ira1 1---=4cs
and con t rol test facility 4 3 t
h
en iescri'rei in
Se ,:tion -. Zxrerimen l al res , ;Its cresented in
Section 5 are obtained b.y -ir7!lyin; t
h
e	 or.-
7 ine identifioit , ;n rrozed'.Lre to	 te=
ass=inq that the a pp rixinati,:n	 are those
taken from an a rr 4 7ri	 or fr-::-. a
test of the '-exi'ble	 A :ompsir'_3 ,:n -,;tn
t'ne resul—ts of :i;_;its! c=;u-er sim •.Llition studi-S
also
VI
7 4 :-.e ser 4 -!s analysis 'Dr the purpose of ;ara-
met ,_r . 4.en..fi:aticn for
5,..3tens has receivei a -"'. 4 ea- ^f attenti:n
: n - e ,^ent Years ;nter -:ari l";s ass l ;=Dtlars rerar4ing
.he 7:araneter mstri^7es -q;eirini? in these so ell
and on the nat%ire of as:=ed rwndcm disturbances.
C-1 :nrtiins a th-,r,:,;.7h tr..-meat )f
:east-sq:arms and	 :•arable -ipproi-'nes
the -rohle= of-enerat:n.^
rar=eters in _nivariate and	 mode-s.
-h-
	
	
an;roacn to sy3te= ident-
exa= 4 red in C ;j for a
4 Pr-,•essor, -lectrica'- 3ngineerin.4
**Aero-Zpe ,_a 7ec-rolo g ist, %!en^Zer :k:AA.
The s: - r e -.*' 1.he	 r r- t-e -7: can '- e
exam'ned frcm the _:l_. win.; fcz—_ •1_'2t 4 on: th e
m, ,,'on w(s,t) Df a flexible str ,_cture may be re-
7risentel 'Cy
W(% 't)	 +
4 --tes	 --;at--'- --ar-abLe and t ­ r-
sents — me.	 a flnite set of :­ scatial zn
tion.3, for e.xa-.::'e, the '.' r 3t :"! e-genf ,.znct-*:ns in
mlia'	 t-_'=e­.ar:,!r;
_`er. ,:3 )f	 --r noial,  e.;lit-.;d;es, an_
re7resezti	 1,.i4her-or._. terns	 anzear:. . n.7
ire 	 r`nite a-=. :he 7ira=eter '. ­!_:tcr
77-041-
re=r-Sent3 I Set J 17 
.
7er=eter 7- r. a difference
	
:ov ,!rn ng the	 o:
t k , p,;. )	 , *'-or
	
(k-4)=A,jqz(h)+A 	 (2)1	 2
EA. A,	
--or late:-
•	 raj
-'e '-	 ^e -i 1^rate he _c=;,oner.- 3 Df	 as
A, i , P42 = A . l , P
" 
= 'A, 1.
If there are :;A
if force inputs
 vi
t.-- str=t%xes, tnen tl-e moial 1Jrzes
FA	 it : earini- - in 2: -ire r" .,en 
NA
'F 	 (3)AL
The measurements availulAe to the
c3n,tr-11tr are a set of samnle.1	 of the
m:;t 4 :n It the pit_..tL S
N M
	
jj (O=L^, (S )0 , (t	 (4)
:12 is t-.e n%=ter cf sensor locations an!
P_• re7rezents the =eas'.;.rement ere-..
If we vrite t n e set 3' measirements as the
vect,;r y (z) , t-e set of 7: 4-1 imr-i'tudes as the
tl-e -et -) f a,-,:	 all deal. forces
is	 *,e:t3rs W)-ind F(k)
	
respect:. _:y,
	
F(k)	 0
ther, .;e	 tne	 model
4 (Pt- 1 ) =A, q (4), A	 +Am, U*-tM
( p ) + W,
The 'Ien- l fizaticn problen is the on-line :a'-:,'-
aticn	 ':,.e e* erents :5 .17 the matricesin	
"her	 A,A,,	 ar e 	 n1l m 1 , -
rimes	 id,
7 
:r.a 
I 
.--.imenta
	
:N restecti—el", -, is In	 x
.1 7 ,ltr^x whosen]. - - x ;nd	 an, :;.-, I
ire ' 4 neirly independent in --e moll al model. 7h,^
er ror vector -j(k) a-.T,?ar-,ng n ,6) is an :;Z-vect2r
:hose -sm=snent3 vlc Mare the s•,;= of the
men': trrsr3	 in; the m.!e-'	 vfs,,rp)
A	 A	 I 
*L P ) , 1i = )) • I .,NS
we le"ine B.M=B , _. .en the mode:
.3`mzlifles to
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-'-e avaiab' 	 teas ,,:,--aments ire the zer-es :f act-
:cries ' sens-r measurementa
Parame-.er
	
-ida:t":e	 system in 7 -re - was
d-!s 4 ined to	 the Car _-_e nr,:-
cess-nz, zara-. 4 1^ty :f moder micr:zCmputers.	 ,*r. r -
the r: ara-' -tl arch-' te ,: t -.;.re 11 3 correct
f •=:t`--ns	 then	 se the a^rrox-
- re 'he natural mc^e- -f the ztrurt.ra-, system.
reci.-.:ze of the 1=enoa z:mtr;t_t 4-onsl crs'--lem tosel
by co=putir-S the moat shatez, it is %Inrealisti:
to ass •-me :hit t he control outputs, pole-mero
arameters, and mole sha- •• s car. be -cm; ,-ted at the
same freq •.iency.	 The philo.sph , .,
 adopted nerein is co
11 
ss.=e that the contro l. outputs ar e computed at the
I. 4. i:hest freq •;ency, ;a:-a:-eters that def--' r.e t	 ;he o: .!-
zer-	 aracteristj:s at a lower fre-,-;ency,, and ..re
mode shar--5 are u;datei when	 sez-
t 4 --n first sl--=ari- es an algor 4 th=, taken from
reference [3], for ; lenti fying the parar.eters that
—ne the -- o le-zer,. -- taracteristi-s o f 1 -e system.
Then in srizinal method f_r -pdating the apprJx-
1 7nation f ,.inotions in	 I is ;resented.
:)f the
	
le-Z ero haracter 4 st izs
!-'ere it assumed that the approximation farcticns
are g",,en ani that -he ;arallei architecture of
4 . ;.e _ is valid. Urder these ass , z.-.rt 4 o.-.s the
pro, lem is re^-ucel to cne -;f identifying
of equation (2). The
Zue 
of 
refertr
'
 --Nis _.._lowed here. It
;-z an --nutnut error `,rn-Lati'zn when 	 the error
is g ,- ,.-en by
	
j)- A,, Q,^h	 Rk- 3) (9)
and the form ,;-% for %zpditin- '.he est'--.^tes of the
vector	 _3
W
W
	
+	 (k - 1) - W F7^
-2)
L
:n equation ('-C) the we-';-hts W shou-i '--e se-ec-ei
to sat;-5fy the req-,;--'renent that
1	 2	 2
W,	 + W,.
t:, insure 3tao ,.1 --.ty of *:'-t identification algorithm.
.he updl a— n: antrca-, n .3 ':aced --;;3n rewritinx-
	
-27 . 71t:. ^:n in
	 i -S
r
trans noie. The
.:tAr z nj in	 tx,_.jta Zince the cilz,_nz -,*' H
are
	 ieTen :en l:.
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m T
Im I r in "p,
r	 (17)
l 'rvT
fir
z
1-.Ation ^17 ^3f ce wr: .. _.. in =ore :omcaz l
n: ,:at 4_zn as
Y(N) = 
S (N) t_, T 
+ V (N)
M, =
 HA ,  H	 A
--),, (k. 1) = ",-(k , 0- M . -W- M d .- (k-1)
	
:_5c)
:t is interest;.ng to mote t:-at 
i
f
: nt ;r!er	 t- e maia- 7ncde_ --. to
nly -e	 as
	
; -nv^e^ ­nej th	 of H
n fi_ 7r1t.- 4 x -.; 4	 :nain
3 
_ lea- :'rom '16) tnat aj ,	 is an ei z en-
	
7:)_L^mn	 ^Or_
e4
or iet-3rninng the modal
L;
 as follows:	 1, Use meas ,.;renent data
4 e^er,-^ 4 ne the matr- -
2* 71'.' . LiAte	 e	 and
an 4
	iel,.-4ne	 A	 a 1" :1
n
:r 3, ini 32 -rom	 ^e the e_i,7er.vec,:-,rs
Y 3xe	 ^nlezenden, t ,-;t are, in zeneral,
her.ce,Q-1
2r.!
	 'i- jo ..on-unit e.	 - h'-'5, hrlw b! l tr, is
st	 the
	 :r.e
7he -atri:es	 may '
-
e	 ty
m^ 3. s e	 n - e.	 -^e A z	 n	 3 t a	 1/? 00,
Lk (J? IV * 2
whtre
[Y(N--) Y(N-2) :	  (;(N-1)] (N-,)S (N	
I 
YiK)
T 
(Kt2)	 i T
( L 
2)
q - , ^ 4 N - Z	 L = k t k4, k +,N
I 
r,- f i,
V (N)	
N, 
r
(201
Ni
: -at	 Y(K) arm	 7:atr zes jr.i that tJ,. e
V(L) ire : ; .c:;,; mat r 4 _- t s.	
-he jf'k	 c, -'
:7. V; r ^ 
'
,. Y(K)	 a zz.- 7 ,;enct r.: f 77els.,^rements
taker. at - he	 tl,	 rnes.; -.re-ren- point.
. 
) (K)	 '21)
K t
cw,	 >a (NM t NA)
t	 to	 '7ay :;e --L —iine-, as
A	 4.
M '" S Y(N)	 22 )
,w­ r-!S *4 e
	
es	 :tar is reidi
C
3
It 
'` 1 ;
-. ,.7:-7 L I
	 7 r-4 f I
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Howe'._ r ' s^n_­ 	 e list '.Lrtar. - es V(N)are zcn-
temrcrane. -.;i.y z:rr -.!_. ted wit- tne e_emen-s o f
the or!inar-" :---st—iluares -r-;Ce'vire
eiti=ates
the in_-tr%imental iariable nethod
tht	 end zln;%»t
	can.	 _to
r( ,,,,
we	 aria;.
 ,	 ) ,
- an !i:so be exrr!ssed in an
1 5, r- 3
:t ^__ interesting	 to that this ;roce_-.;re
a1sr	 .des -in	 estimate -.:' the 7n^;aa_'
pole—zero ;%ra:reters. 	 __ _ , be_a ,.^se t
h
e ­. re-
_-:mput a tizn -,f a
­ nvect7rs dna ei.zen-
the
	 ter	 " ,and Y2 ; t , S
ntic_4 7%tel that the__the asorsxima-i,.-.
f'.;n::ticns will take pla - - tt a lower ' req..;en'z y
thar. the c-_mT'_'tat 4 -n	 m:)'dl_' :^a ra:7eters
re cat	 -rr-- _ wari- hm.
17. 7- --r 4 nental Test
—' 
- e alzorit -_- s cresented ab3'ie :iave teen
tested by __-eta: ::=;uter	 ____:n a	 by an-
zli:aticn t^; the N CA-lan p, -ey	 dynar.izs
and ^:Crt-ol ex7er 4 mental arparatus.
Tli^ axperiiiental test r_icilitv
is shown in t
h
e rhctogri-.h o f Figure 2 and in the
diagra_- of 7 ^z •.Lre 3. The apparat^3 _,:mrrises a
•.in`f')r= -ecta.-.ilar-section 12 ft. 	 r­ ex;be
beam, four elect r:Ma-3 net 41c act ' .aato:-3,
contacting s ensors to mess^ire defl -__: tion.	 tne
beam at vari---us locations, and four strain gale_
' lad cells at the act -iator attachment noints.
.Leh Ou.zh t
h
e sensors 
and 
actuators --an '-e plated
at ar l— trary stators alonr the ten-, t ^e locations
of th; - sensrrs an! actuators ^_isedl in the exper-
i:nents	 te-ow are those shcrr. scelenati.a-'-
y in
The tea= is supz:orte_ using two cables tnat
a ­ e atta:hed to : 1.- e buil--ing. These are %;_5 ed to
s:' f load the bearings _ :bur azt -.;ators -, h-. ,.-r
in the thotograph of Fi'^-.;re 2. The a2t-uatorS are
Unholtz_Diokie "cael I Zhaker3 whit have a stroke
o" 1" and a force out-_'It of 1 3 Ib l . :hey
are attac
h
ed to the beam ,_t'.: s p ring steel flexure
couplers that permit trans ,:erse vibrations in the
horizontal nlane while s,.:pere-_-s4_n_ torsional mo-
tions. 7ne --ouples are attache to strain 'age
load :ells which -were man- fact-,;.red i n-hc-,;se at
LaF.C. The _7a1 :ells are ther. 
h
ard mcwnteJ to the
beam.	 ^n adl sitional p-;rpose 
of 
the oables is to
maintain a horizontal ba t ing c-.nd,'t,'cn by :-,re-
ventin,; !roop 
of 
the end of the actuator a ,:tact-
ment assembly. ^n tte side of the be=.. 7rpos: -z
the actuators are ncncontacting le f l°_cti'or sensors.
7nese are Kanan '-:^-23:C ser
i
es system sensorz.
.he rani_ of the '-:a:--on sensors is 2 in. The
of the sensor3 is
The cc=pcnen ,: s mentioned above are interfaz:ed
.o t e	 -'yter -75 rea l- time z: ) mp•.,ter
-is 'nii.,ated in	 -'-e Cycer computer
reads the sensor data, ::recesses t he a_,iDr_J't'-_-_ to
calculate estinates of t:-.e =ara=eters :f the beam,
d rro • iles invit c-==d Q--zna-'.3 for the s:t-
,;Itor5.	 A	 ; zh ain x.31	 e1e::t-i:&'_ c 4 rc ,.; 4 t :s
"Sed to as p .._ . tn	 ='Iat ccnd, ")rcas Ir-:n tne _n'o'
tr-,-' system	 or. the Cyber	 are
rea	 at the 1--ad cells :Dn t
h
e tea=. 7cr that
reason the force :sr_=snds lr..m the ce,mp,,ter
ar ,! :-,ent to the EA: 630 anal:., :_mvoter wnere the
c ,'rvi 4 t al.uststhe current 4 eli*.* .!re ,1 'o the
so 	 _rte :c=an ` ed _lad	 at t"•e
:e1l's. The maxim-= cc.7:nandei lz)ad fr,_m
wner-zaz t ,.e max4m•.;_=
r
(22)
7rc-i tne !e-.' 4 n 4 t 1.cn of the `nstrur.ental variable
matrix	 n ,23; an  nea;.rement error matrix
it is ^:Iear that the c,:r-
:j	
rejCC.-Ilin.3 _..__......a OfZf,%)ana rsws 
of 
'V (N) are
we nrernultiply	 ty Z(N) •,•e obtain
r .) (,),,r+ "
	
(2-1)
^N ) Y (N) = Z (	 Z (N) V (N )
ns , r ,=enta! -., 9r 4 atle tst f mate -as t
h
e for^
r
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Figure I.- Sche77atic diagran of distributed
adaptive COLItrol system.
Figure 2.- Experimental beam facility.
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Abstract
This paper presents the formulation of sim-
ultaneous state and parameter estimation problems
for flexible structures in terms of toast-squares
minimization problems. The approach combines an
on-line order determioatior algorithm, with
least-squares algorithms for finding estimates of
modal approximation functions, modal amplitudes,
and modal parameters. The approach combines pre-
vious results on separable nonlinear least squares
estimation with a regression analysis formulation
of the state estimation problem. The technique
makes use of sequential Householder transforma-
tions. This allows for sequential accumulation
of matrices required during the identification
process. The technique is used to identif y the
modal parameters of a flexible beam.
1. lntrnduction
On line identification of parameters and
states of distributed parameter systems is a
significant prnhlem atfecting the design of
adaptive controllers that have been proposed for
large flexible space structures. 	 In [1^ we
proposed a technique for Identifying the modal
approximation functions and modal parameters of a
finite-dimensional approximate model of a flexi-
ble structure. The technique proposed in	 P]
was based upon a priori knowledge of NM, the num-
ber of modes hcing excited curing an identifica-
tion time interval.	 Because the number of excited
modes is generall y unknown we propose here a
procedure for identifying NM on-line. This tech-
nique is based upon using Householder transforma-
tions (2) to determine the rank of a sequential-
ly obtained measurement matrix. Once NM is iden-
tified, the approximation function updating pro-
croure of [1] is usrd to determine a set of
normali:rd appr. , ximatton functions.
	
The modal
parameter, are then determined using a non-linear
least-squnrrs parameter and state estimation al-
gorithm.	 This algorithm, reported in [31 , is
based upon the work of Kaufman [4] and Golub and
Prreyra [5) on separable nonlinear least squares
problems.
In the following section the structural
pnramrter Identification problem is formulated as
a prohlem of estlmaring the parameters of a linear
multi-input, multi-output s y stem of unknown order
using nois y
 on-line measurements.
	 The identifi-
catlon algorithms are presented in section 3 and
applied in section 4 to identify the parameters
of a flexible beam from measurements performed at
the NASA-Langley structural dynamics and control
test facility.
I1. Prnblem Formulation
The motion w(s,t) of a flexible structure
is represented by
NM
(St)=^ QA (t pA ) (S^ t V- (s,t l	 ti t
C-^ D
where s denotes the spatial variable and t repr( .
-sents tame. The
	 L•(S)	 represent the first
NM eigenfur,ctions in a modal expansion,
^1 rt,)"2 )	 are modal amplitudes, and
v(s,t) represents those higher-order terms. not
appearing in the finite sum. The parameter vec-
tor	 represents n set of parameters charac-
terizing each mode.
	 For example, it each mode is
characterized by the differential equation
2
then parameter vector` 
^4 would comprise the com-
ponents ( ) -, W . , k, , If each mode were
characterized by a difference equation
Y,^t(,,)=r1,;r/(k)rA1,^,D:-t)1^^i(t:)r?F(l:.f^c3)
then parameter vector E•t	 would comprise the
components ( A,:,, A i ,, R , ^_ )	 In (2)
and (3) J, (t)
	
and F, (kl respectively represent
the modal forces in the continuous and discrete
models.
The measurements available to the controller
are a set of sampled values of the motion at the
points s-
	 j=1,2,...,NS, and a set of sampled
values of the actuator forces U4 i=1, ,NA,
where we have assumed NS sensors and NA actuators
are used. Thus, if 7j (0 denotes a measurement of
the flexible structurr motion at point s i
	, then
/, M
A 1 i'4
where c^(kl represents the measurement error and
J,I
"0
(
i
t
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j=1,2,...,NS.
	 If T, to represents the modal
force applied to the i-th !lexible mode at time
t k	 then NA
A
J "/
where i=1,2,...,`:M and where the m'J actuator in-
fluence parameters are usually unknown.
The parameter identification problem to be
treated below is that of on-line processing of the
available sequences of actuator force measurements
{Uj W}	 and seniors measurements {y.Wj
in order to estimate the number of excited modes
NM, the approximation functions ^ A ( S^), the
moda l. parameter vectors pZ 	 and the actuator
influence parameters Y%
Ider.tificatior. Algorithms
A set of identification algorithms is des-
cribed below for performing on-line parameter i -
dentifica a on in the following sequence: ( 1) est-
imate ',X,(2)estirnate the T (S),and i 3)estimate the
Pand	 From the des , ripcitn below it will be
seen tr1ut while the computational procedures for
accomplishing these tasks make use of common %'et-
tors of stored measurement data, the computation-
al time for each procedure differs from the Others
so that, in general, these identification subtasks
will operate in paraliel with transfer of updated
estimates occuring as new estimates become avail-
able.
1.	 Identification of number o! excited modes NM
To examine the nature of this 	 entification
subproblem, define the vector of measurements K W
and modal amplitudes Q (h) by	 f
W c g, W
a	 NSWI	 (k)
so that from (4) we have
^ W = H I (k) + µ-W
where the NSxNM matrix H has .^J -th element
and the Measurement error vector w(k) is an NS-
vector whose components are given by
S1tA,:(^)- i lk) + L'( S^^ k) ^_t ..., ►;r
If we denote the columns of It by hli
j=1.2,...,M4, then i)) may be rewritten as
/	 NM
/	 MN
In (10) NM as well as the vectors h J
 are ur-
known and must be determined from the on-line
measurements v(k). The procedure described below
for finding NM is a generalization and extension
of the work of Woodside (6] 	 to multi-dimension-
al systems.
First consider the case where w(k) = o. The
problem then is co determine the number of lin-
early independent vectors hi required to repre-
sent the measured response vectors y(k)=z(k),
where
NM
J./
Assume that there 15 Sumo maximum s y stem order
NM-->
 < NS bevond which we will not attempt to
model the fiexiole structure.	 Form the array
Mc
From (11) it is seen that if J{ is such that
NM', ?	 M > NM, the M columns of ^(`") will be
linearly dependent whereas, the columns of	 Y.i
be linearly independent if M :5 NM. Hence, to
determine NM we examine the rank of the J^(M)
array for a sequence of M values. if it is found
that there is a value M' such that
rank I 1M,)^ = fanh'^^Ms+I^^	 (13)
then NM-M*.
A simple rank test is based on the orthogonal
decomposition of the data matrix (12). As shown
in ^2] if A is an mxn matrix (m > n) of rank
k Z"	 then there is an mxm orthogonal matrix
Q and an nxn permutation matrix P such that
R	 7i -r-^ H
Q A P =	
lip
	
(14)
C C Vm-^
where R i , is a kxk upper trianleular matrix of
rank h A computational algorithm based upon
use of Householder -ransformations for obtaining
the decomposition (1^) is specitied in [2] and
is applied in section 4 below where the data
s
_I
3matrix	 M) replaces matrix A. Testing the main
diakona i elements of the right hand side of ( 14
provides a rar,6 test and, hence, an estimate of
the number of excited modes.
2.
	
	
1 dent i f ice t i ^n of Moda I Apr, rox imat I on Func-
t I ons
Once the nu^ber of excited modes NM has been
determined, a least-squa res pror edure can be
used to estimate the modal approximation func-
t ions . A procedure was presented in [1] for de-
termining the modal approximation functions
A' , .., ^"`for a discrete modal cescript ion of the
form
=A, 41A)4 A . ^. (A-,) , 13. 1)(k) okU4 . 0 (15)
rI
wi tl^. a va i I a b le me a surement s ( 7	 In (15) A,and
A, are diagonal matrices, q(K	 is a vector of
modal aTplitudes and U(k ) is a vector of act-
UaLor forces.	 The procedure consists ir, finding
the eigenvectors corresponding to the " 
I 
argest
eigenvalues of estimates of matrices M, and V. 2
where
and
t-', - = H A H +	 kq P, ) A = /, ^,	 ( 17
41	 A	 A
-r (1z" 1) = 1,; - (k4 I) - t-1 , .7 (k) - M I	
- / )	 (18)
H + in (17) is given by
H + (H H	
T
7where	 )	 denotes matrix transpose.
LeasE-squares estimates of M, , M . . N, , and
N . are ohtained by finding the least-squares
matrix solution A to
	
MT +	
'N)	 (20)'Y (N	 tN)	 V i
__ .1	
. .
	
-	
-	 - I .
where
1	 0	 7
ry ('j -1) 1	 1(21
)T(K
'Y (K,	 U(L)=	 (22)
^T (K .2)
N , j 4 N - I	 N	 L^ ^4N	 + N -I
and
71 7(
k . 3)	
M . 
T
T
= M.,V(N	 (23)
L 
N 
4T]
From (17) it is seen that the columns of H are
eigenvectors of Mi and the non-zero eigenvalues
of M., are the diagonal elements of the matrices
Ai . Furthermore the matrices %_ can he deter-
mined from ( 17 ) once es'^imaLes of H and N,^ are
available. This procedure requires the storage
of measurement data over a time-interval that in-
C u des at leas 
t 
2(NM.-NA) measurement samples. 	 In
Situations where more rapid up-dating of parameter
estimates is desired, alternate techniques [11
[3] may be used. These are described below.-
3.	 Identification of Modal Parameters
:n illI it was assumed that the estimates of
modal approximation functions would he c.ilculated
at a lower frequency thai-, the computation of the
modal parameter estimates. The latter were ob-
tained from an output error algorithm. 	 In this
paper we emplov a nonlinear least-squares algor-
ithm [33 which could also be used to provide
estimates of modal position and velocitv. The
technique is based upon computing a least -squares
estimate of modal amplitudes at each sampling
time.	 For each mode i we use a state description
of the form
At
,.x (k # i) = F ' - 4(k) + G'(p,	 (24)
where
C)
(25)
I ^'
and C~ is a 2x5 matrix whose elements defend on
the modal parameters vector ., .	 From this
point on we will drop the superscripts and sub-
scripts "i" since the following algorithmic app-
roach is to be used for each of the NM excited
modes.
Since we assume here that the modal approxi-
mation functions comprising the h matrix of (7)
have already been identified, we now use (7) at
each sampling instant to generate an estimate
o f 	),
Q(k) = X,^l ) t r(I )	 (26)
of modal position,where n(k ) denotes the error
in the modal amplitude estimate. A separable
nonlinear least-squares formu:ation of the par-
ameter/state estimation problem is obtained as
follows:	 Solve (24) with respect to U(k) to
obtain
'	 X(h)	 (27)
where G +(p) denotes the pseudo-inverse of G(p).
Combine (26) and (27) as suggested by Duncan and
Horn [ 71 to form the overdetermined sysstem
u ll)1	 >_O)
	 eft% I(f) i	 11M)	 r(i)
U(2)
Y(:) i = k(r+)	 + h	 I	 (28)
	
L4lK)	 h(K)IU(h)
where
N
r.
I	 and	 f
i v 1
(30)
	
-	 J
y, 	 . 	 ..........
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The vector on the left-hand side of ( 2 1, :s a srr
o:	 input-output measurements taven over an in-
terval of length K.
	 Equation (28) may be rewrit-
ten more briefly as
K(r)k( K ) +G,, e( K )	 (31)
The simultaneous state/parameter estimation pro-
blem is now considered to be the least
-squares
minimization,
1'+• .n II	 /l(I<;-^l'iK))^'
	
(32)
)((K) r+
Following the wort of F41 and ^5
	 , (32) is
separated into the form
>rt> { 11 RX( K1-Q, Y(K)I i 2+ ^)^ Y(1;) l ( 33 )
X(h), p	 J
where Q f , Q 2
 , and R are defined from the orth-
ogonal decomposition of F K (p),
r 
CcF = rG '1 	 =F	 (3a.Y.	 (^ h	 G J2 j	 l
It is shown in [3,5] that the optimum parameter
estimate p and optimum state trajectory A(K 1
that mininizr (33) can be obtained as solutions
to two subproblems: a nonlinear least-squares
problem
^	 (f) Y (K)1i Z	 (35)
to yield p	 and a linear least-squares problem
based upon
	
YIk)	 (36)
to yield X(K).
An algorithm for the solution of these
problems based upon the approach of Kaufman [41
has been implemented and used in the simulation
study reported in the following section.
s s.. _ a
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Simulation PeSUlts
The algorithms described above have been
implemented in a simulation program for identi-
f y in g the cnaracteristics of a flexible beam
used in the NASA-Langley structural dynamics
and control test facility. The experimental test
facility is described in detail in [1] . 	 Six
flexible modes were used in simulating the beam
response.	 Figure 1 shows the results of ap p ly-
ing the algorithm of section 3 for testing the
number of excited modes when onlv three modes
were actuall y excited in the simulation. In the
figure the magnitude of the main diagonal element
PAL of the test matrix on the right hand side of
(14) is plotted against the number of assumed
excited modes. Results of tests with noiseless
measurement data and with two levels of nuisv
data are presented.	 It is seen that when the
assumed number of modes exceeds the actual num-
ber of excited modes ( 3 ) the corresponding main
diagonal element remains below the test level
T
Figure 2 shows the result of applying the
regression analysis approach of section 3 to
identifying the mode shape functions when it was
established that onl y one flexible mode was
excited. Test results for two cases are snown
in the Figure: (a) a simulation wherein the beam
was given an initial displacement corresponding
to the first flexible mode and (b) a laboratory
experiment in which only the first flexible mode
was excited.	 In the simulation the normalized
mode shape obtained agreed with that produced by
the SPAR structural analvsis program.	 In the
laborator y experiment a distortion in the ident.-
fied mode shape was ob s erved.	 In both cases the
mode shape was identified on-line after approx-
imately one second of data processing.
Figure 3 presents one illustration to dem-
onstrate the conver g ence of the nonlinear least
squares parameter identification approach of
section 3 for identifying the modal parameters of
the first flexible mode.	 Four samples of meas-
urement data are used and convergence of the
algorithm is achieved after ten iterations. A
study of the algorithm performsrce with various
levels of measurement noise is presented in 13] .
V. Conclusion
In this paper thr state / parameter identifi-
cation problem for l,irge flexible systems is dec-
omposed into a number of simpler subproblems
which may be solved by least-squares algorithms.
The technique comprises the following steps:
(1) esrimating the number of excited modes in a
set of sequential measurement data, (2) estima-
ting the spatial approximation functions needed
In a modal response representation and 13) estim-
ating the pole-zero parameters and modal position
and velocity coordinates for each excited mode.
Particular least-souares algorithms for ac-
complishing the three subtasks ahove were imple-
mented in a simulation for identifying the para-
meters of a flexible bean.. 	 These algorithms
errplo^ Househclocr transformations taus a—idirg
the need for matrix in version and resulting in
accurate and rapid identification.	 Other tectini-
ques ma y also be considered for solvirr /
 eacr, sub-
problem.	 For example, in testing Elie number of
excited modes, icientificatinr, of the measurement
noise covariance matrix could lead to a more ac-
curate setting of the test level used.
	 One sub-
ject of current research is a comparison of com-
peting techniques with regard to computational
requirements and achievable accura^v.
yr	 o.,r ---- I-.
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ABSTRACT
A technique is presented for obtaining a control law to
regulate the rnodal dynamics and identify the modal parameters
of a flexible structure.	 The method is based on using a
min-max performance index to derive a control law which may
be considered to be a best compromise between optimum
one-step control and identification inputs.
	
Features of the
approach are demonstrated by a computer simulation of the
controlled modal response of a flexible beam.
I.	 INTRODUCTION
A class of indirect adaptive control systems proposed for the
control of large space structures [1] is based on a modal
decomposition of the system dynamics and may incorporate one
or more on-line testing schemes [23 to determine when
successful parameter identification has been achieved. 	 The
control strategy used in calculating the actuator inputs must
achieve adequate regulation or tracking performance and, at
the same time, provide inputs to allow adequate parameter
identification.	 A control system designer is thus faced with
Lhe problem of devising a control strategy to ensure
acceptable system performance even when on-line parameter
identifiability tests have failed because the system
* This work was supported by NASA under Grant NAG-I-6.
T ,Y
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configuration has changed or the environment in which the
system operates has changed.
In this paper we formulate and examine the performance of a
nonlinear dual-adaptive control scheme in which a
sampled-data controller is designed to select a best
compromise between an input signal that is optimum for
mean-square system regulation and an input signal that is
optimum for parameter identification.	 Dual control theory,
originally formulated by Feldbaum [3,4], has been studied in
[5-7] and in the references cited therein. 	 A key concept	 ,I
introduced by Feldbaum is the dual control strategy based on
a performance index that takesin o account the fact that
future observations on the process will be made.
	 A
controller may be able to "probe" the system for state and
parameter estimation improvement, wnich tnen may improve
future regulation and tracking performance.
	
In many
situations where the dual nature of stochastic control is nun
taken into account the controller becomes "cautious" [5,6]
and tends to "turn-off".	 This undesirable phenomenon is
avoided by the approach described below.
	
II.	 FORMULATION OF AN ADAPTIVE PERFORMANCE INDEX
The discrete-time dynamics for each mode is assumed to be
described by the ARIMA model
	
y(t) + aly(t-1) + a2Y(t-2) = blu(t-1) + b2u(t-2) + e(t)	 (1)
s
where y(t) denotes modal displacement, u(t) denotes modal
	
force, and	 e(t)	 is a sequence of independent,
	
equally-distributed, normal (O,o 2 ) random variables.	 It is
assumed that e(t) is independent of y(t-1),y(t-2),...,
u(t-1),u(t-2),... and that the parameters al,a2,bl,b2
	
(	 are unknown constants.	 If we let Yt denote the information
available to the controller at time t,
Yt =	 'y(t),Y(t-1),..., u(t-1),u(t- 2) .... ^.	 (2)
x(t) denote the modal parameter vector and e(t) denote a
modal measurement vector,
	
xT ( t ) 	 ( a l ,a2,bl,b2)^
(3)e T ( t) _ (-y(t-1),-y(t-2),u(t-1),u(t-2)
where ( . ) T denotes vector or matrix transpose, then (1)
may be rewritten as
y(t) = 9T(t)x(t) +e(t)
	 (4)	 I
i
1'•	 where
	 the	 constant
	
parameter	 "dynamics"	 satisfies
x(t + 1)	 =	 x(t) (5)
It	 can	 than	 be	 shown,	 following	 the	 analysis	 of	 (8],	 that the
conditional	 distribution	 of	 x(t + 2)	 given	 Y t +1	 is	 normal
with	 mean	 x(t + 2)	 and	 covariance	 matrix	 P(t + 2)	 where	 x(t)	 and
P(t)	 satisfies	 the
	
difference	 equations
x(t + 1)	 =	 x(t)+K(t)(y(t)-eT(t)x(t)) (b)
K(t)	 =	 P(t)9(t) /(o2 +eT(t)P(t)a(t)) (7)
P(t+1)	 =	 P(t)-(P(t)e(t)9T(t)P(t))/
(Q2+eT(t)P(t)e(t)) (8)
Furthermore,	 the	 control	 law	 that	 minimizes	 the	 regulation
criterion
Vc(u(t))
	 =	 E iY 2 ( t+1 ) IY t ( (9)
is	 given	 by
xi^t+1)x3(t+l)
+P3i(t +l))ai(t +l) 10(	 )U( t) 
X ( t i-1	 +P3	 33t+1
i
=
where	 denotes	 the	 sum	 over	 i	 =	 1	 to	 4	 with	 the	 value	 3
excluded.
To	 provide	 bounded	 modal	 inputs	 that	 improve	 parameter
identification	 accuracy	 while	 guaranteeing	 that	 the	 modal
amplitude	 will	 not	 become	 excessively	 large,	 the	 controller is
designed	 to	 optimize,	 at	 each	 sampling	 instant	 t,	 the	 following
performance	 criterion:
min	 max	 [Y(a,	 u(t))] (11)
u( t)
	
a
subject	 to	 the	 constraints
U(t)	 <M,	 0	 <	 a	 <	 1 (12)
where
V	 (u(t))	 Y	 (u(t))
IV ( a ,	 u(t))	 =	 a	 c	 +	 (1-a) (13)C
V 
	 VI
All
f ^r
.	 o
V 	 denotes an acceptable or desired level of regulation cost.
-	 VI(u(t)) denotes and identification cost function of u(t),
V I(u(t)) = trace 
I 
P ( t +2 TJ	 (14)
1	 0
V I	 denotes and acceptable or desired level of identification
cost.	 The maximization indicated in (11) yields a function
V(u(t)) which, although not convex, is interpreted as
specifying, for each admissible u(t), the most costly linear
combination of relative regulation and relative identification
cost.	 Minimization of V(u) tnus yields the modal input that
minimizes this most costly combination of relative
identification and regulation performance.
III,.	 SIMULATION RESULTS
Since Vc(u(t)) and trace P(t+2) are relatively simple
functions of u(t) the numerical solution of the one-step
optimization problem (11)-(13) at each sampling time is quite
feasible.	 Results of simulation studies described below
illustrate an interesting feature of this approach:
	 since the
parameters involved in the evaluation of Vc(u(t)) and
VI(u(t)) depend on system measurements, the optimum
distribution of relative cost, a'(u) depends on on-line
measurement data and hence, at each sampling instant, the
weighting between identification and regulation will change
depending on the on-line system performance.
	 This is in
contrast to[91 in which a fixed weighting between absolute
control and identification cost is used at each sample time.
In the simulation study we compare the performance of three
control systems:
a) A constrained adaptive controller that minimizes (9)
subject to the control magnitude constraint.
b) An optimum identification controller that minimizes
(14) subject to the control magnitude constraint.
c) The one-step dual-adaptive controller based on
(11)-(13).
In Figures 1-3 we present simulated modal response data for the
first flexible mode of the Langley beam experiment described in
	
[101 where we assume here that a single actuator is used.
	 The
accumulated on-line regulation cost, VT, shown in Figure 1 is
defined as
4^
VT(N) =	 y2(k)	 (15)
F_
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and the on-line identification cost, PT, is defined as
PT(N) = trace [P(N)]	 (16)
where P(N) is calculated on-line using (8). 	 Note that for the
first 10 to 15 sampling times the regulation cost of the
dual-adaptive controller is close to that of the constrained
minimum-variance controller and the identification cost of the
dual-adaptive control system is close to that of the
constrained one-step optimum identification controller.
Figure 2 indicates that the dual-adaptive controller's actuator
signals switch between its limits, + 0.5, more frequently than
do the actuator signals of the other controllers.
	 This may oe
due to the lack of any energy constraint in the above problem
formulation.
A future study will examine the performance of the
energy-constrained dual-adaptive controller in comparison ►rite
energy-constrained minimum-variance and one-step optimum
identification controllers. 	 The relative regulation cost and
relative identification cost defined in (13) are plotted in
Figure 3 where
0
V 	
( N ) = a 2 ^	 (17)
is the accumulated control cost that would be achieved if the
parameters of the system where known precisel 	 and if an
unconstrained control law were used; a 2 = 10-^ was used in
the simulation runs.	 A constant value Vf = 10- 4 was chosen
as indicating the acceptable level of parameter
identification.	 Figure 3 indicates that, depending on on-line
measurements, the one-step identification and regulation cost
at one sampling instant can have widely differing shapes from
their respective distributions at other sampling times. 	 This
leads to the on-line variations in the dual-adaptive control
strategy mentioned earlier.
The simulation results indication that the one-step,
constrained dual-adaptive controller has the feature of
providing, based on measured data, system inputs that result in
parameter identification while maintaining bounded modal
amplitude response.
r
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